I. INTRODUCTION

S
EQUENCES with low correlation find many applications in wireless communications for acquiring the correct timing information and distinguishing multiple users or channels with low mutual interference. It is desirable that sequences have variable alphabet sizes for adaptive modulation schemes which allow variable data rates in wireless systems according to channel characteristics. In addition, a large number of distinct sequences are also required for supporting as many distinct users or channels as possible.
To obtain a large number of distinct sequences with low correlation, the initial attention has been paid to binary sequence families with low correlation, e.g., Gold [1] , Kasami [2] , Rothaus [3] , bent [4] , Gold-like [5] and its generalization [6] , and -linear [7] sequences. The efforts were essentially to construct binary sequence families with low correlation achieving the equality of the theoretical lower bounds such as the Welch's [8] and the Sidelnikov's [9] bounds, and to maximize the family sizes with given correlation. Several polyphase sequence families of small alphabets have been also constructed by Trachtenberg [10] , Helleseth [11] , Sidelnikov [9] , Kumar and Moreno [12] , Gong [13] , etc. In particular, sequence families [14] provide the largest family sizes for the given maximum correlation magnitudes among all known sequence families.
Power residue and Sidelnikov sequences introduced in [15] are polyphase sequences with low correlation and variable alphabet sizes, represented by multiplicative characters. For odd prime and a positive integer , -ary power residue sequences of period have the out-of-phase autocorrelation magnitude of at most 3, which has been also studied in [16] . For prime and positive integers and , on the other hand, -ary Sidelnikov sequences of period have the maximum out-of-phase autocorrelation magnitude of 4. The binary case of the sequences has been also discussed in [17] . Moreover, it is shown in [18] that the magnitude of the cross-correlation of distinct -ary power residue sequences of period is bounded by . Kim and Song [19] further showed that the cross-correlation of an -ary Sidelnikov sequence of period and its constant multiple has the maximum magnitude of . Power residue and Sidelnikov sequences can be employed in constructing a polyphase sequence family. The efforts on the family have been initiated by Guohua and Quan's observation [20] on the binary sequences obtained by the shift-and-addition of Legendre sequences of prime period , where the Legendre sequence is a binary version of a power residue sequence. In [21] , Rushanan applied the Weil bound to theoretically prove that the correlation magnitude of the sequences is bounded by . Han and Yang [22] then generalized the construction for -ary sequence families from the shift and addition of power residue sequences. Also, Kim et al. [23] constructed -ary sequence families from the shift and addition of Sidelnikov sequences. Recently, Han and Yang [24] summarized the known constructions, and using the same technique shift and addition, they further constructed -ary sequence families with larger size than the known ones, but the same maximum correlation magnitude.
In this paper, we revisit the polyphase sequence families constructed from the shift and addition of constant multiples of power residue and Sidelnikov sequences. First of all, we assume in multiplicative characters , contrary to the conventional assumption [25] , in order to represent the sequences without the indicator function used in previous researches [19] , [23] , and [24] . For the assumption, we make a refinement to the 0018-9448/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE Weil bound on multiplicative character sums which are equivalent to the correlations of sequences represented by the characters. We then present general constructions of polyphase sequence families by determining the maximum correlation magnitudes and the family sizes, where the constructions produce some of known sequence families as the special cases. The refined Weil bound enables more efficient proofs on the maximum correlation magnitudes than the proofs in [23] and [24] . From the constructions, we show that -ary known sequence families with large size can be partitioned into disjoint subsequence families with smaller maximum correlation magnitudes, which is similar to partitions (or decompositions) to multiple signal sets discussed in [26] and [27] . We also consider more generalized constructions by the addition of multiple cyclic shifts of power residue and Sidelnikov sequences.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give preliminaries for this work by describing definitions and concepts. Section III introduces the Weil bound on multiplicative character sums and makes a refinement for the bound to support the assumption . Section IV presents general constructions of polyphase sequence families from power residue and Sidelnikov sequences, where the constructions produce some of known families as the special cases. We determine the maximum correlation magnitudes by employing the refined Weil bound. Partitioning and more generalizing known sequence families are also discussed. Concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section describes basic definitions and concepts for understanding the work in this paper. The following notations will be used throughout this paper. 
where it is the convention to assume [25] . We assume the order for nontrivial multiplicative characters. For the general definition of a multiplicative character, see [25, Theorem 5.8] . The multiplicative character is also defined by a logarithm over finite fields.
Definition 1:
A multiplicative character of of order is defined by (2) where by definition of the log operation. Throughout this paper, may be denoted as if the context is clear. In (2) , note that , which contradicts the conventional assumption in (1) . In this paper, however, we keep the assumption of to maintain the definition of (2), which will be useful in representing power residue and Sidelnikov sequences in a simple form by multiplicative characters.
From basic log operations, multiplicative characters have some properties as follows. a) , where and is an integer; b)
, where ; c) , where ; where we assume for any integer .
B. Power Residue and Sidelnikov Sequences
Sidelnikov [15] introduced two types of polyphase sequences with low periodic autocorrelation. For the sequences, we present the definitions by logarithm as well as the original ones. By the log operation, is equivalently defined by
By (2) and (3), the modulated sequence of is represented by (4) where . Equation (4) represents the power residue sequences in a simple form by multiplicative characters without the indicator function used in [23] and [24] . Equivalently, is defined by (5) By (2) and (5), the modulated sequence of is represented by (6) where
. Similarly, (6) represents the Sidelnikov sequences in a simple form by multiplicative characters.
C. Correlations and Sequence Families
Let and be -ary sequences of period , where . A (periodic) correlation of sequences and is defined by (7) where the indices is computed modulo . If and are cyclically equivalent, i.e., for all 's and an integer , then becomes the autocorrelation of . Otherwise, if and are cyclically distinct, then is the cross-correlation of and .
Let be a set of cyclically distinct -ary sequences of period , and be defined by for any , where if . Clearly, is the maximum of all nontrivial autoand cross-correlations of the sequences in . Then, the set is called an -ary sequence family of period , where is the family size and is the maximum correlation magnitude of . The sequence family is said to have low correlation if for a small constant . For more details on correlation and sequence families, see [28] and [29] .
III. WEIL BOUND AND ITS REFINEMENT
The Weil bound [30] gives an upper bound on the magnitude of character sums. It has been widely employed in determining the maximum correlation magnitude of a sequence family since the correlation of sequences is ultimately equivalent to a character sum. We introduce one of the various versions of the Weil bound, which is useful for this work. 
In particular, if for all , then (9) In Theorem 1, the bounds (8) and (9) In Corollary 1, in (10) and (11) can be replaced by , since where the equality is achieved if 's are monic, irreducible, and distinct. The replacement allows us to have no need of distinguishing whether or not the polynomials are distinct, which may be useful in computing the correlations of sequences in this work. Corollary 1 turns out to be very useful in determining the maximum correlation magnitudes of sequence families represented by multiplicative characters, where we only need to take into account the degrees and the number of roots in of each , which is a polynomial corresponding to a sequence or its cyclic shift.
IV. THE REFINED WEIL BOUND AND POLYPHASE SEQUENCE FAMILIES
In this section, we revisit polyphase sequence families constructed from the shift and addition of constant multiples of power residue and Sidelnikov sequences. General constructions are presented producing some of known sequence families as the special cases. We provide the efficient proofs on the maximum correlation magnitudes by employing the refined Weil bound described in Section III. Also, we discuss how to partition -ary known sequence families with large size into disjoint subsequence families. Finally, we consider more generalized constructions by the addition of multiple cyclic shifts of power residue and Sidelnikov sequences.
A.
- . From (7) and (4), the correlation of and is given by Let and , which are the monic irreducible polynomials in corresponding to and , respectively. Then, the degrees of and are , respectively. Also, the number of roots of and in are , respectively. Let and . Note that the product character is nontrivial if we exclude at . With these notations, we are now able to apply the refined Weil bound of (10) in Corollary 1, i.e., which confirms the upper bound of the cross-correlation magnitude of distinct power residue sequences [18] . In particular, if , then for all . In this case, we can apply the improved bound in (11) to obtain which is obvious from the out-of-phase autocorrelation of power residue sequences. 
Proof of Theorem 3:
First of all, . From Construction 1, the size of is from and pairs. Therefore, the family size of , , is determined by , which results in (12).
In [22] and [24] , an -ary sequence family of large size has been introduced. In this paper, we denote it as that is defined by (14) where is an -ary power residue sequence of period , and
. As studied in [24] , its correlation magnitude is bounded by . In next lemma, we discuss the partition of into subsequence families in Construction 1 with the smaller maximum correlation magnitude of .
Lemma 2:
For an -ary power residue sequence of period , consider a sequence family in (14) with the maximum correlation magnitude of . Compared to in Construction 1, we have (15) where all sequences are cyclically distinct among the subsequence families. In other words, is partitioned into disjoint subsequence families of and , where and have the correlation magnitudes bounded by and , respectively. Proof: Apparently, the union of pairs in over all 's forms all possible pairs of in (14) . Since all sequences in are cyclically distinct [24] and we can easily check from (12) and (14) that it is obvious that is partitioned into disjoint subsequence families as in (15) .
Remark 1:
The refined Weil bound has been employed in Theorem 2 to determine by providing the more efficient proof on the bound than the ones used in [22] and [24] . Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, it can be also used to determine the maximum correlation magnitude of , where and for in the worst case, and thus by (10). for an integer . Although the cyclic distinctness of the known families has not been clearly proven in [24] , it is obvious because those are the subsets of a larger family in [23] (or in [24] ) where all sequences are cyclically distinct. (see (20) . From (7) and (6), the correlation of and is given by where . Let and , which are the monic and irreducible polynomials in corresponding to and , respectively. Then, the degrees of and are , respectively, and the number of roots of and in are , respectively. Let and . Note that the product character is nontrivial if we exclude at . With these notations, we are now able to apply the refined Weil bound of (10) in Corollary 1, i.e., which confirms the cross-correlation of a Sidelnikov sequence and its constant multiple [19] . In particular, if , then for all . In this case, we can apply the improved bound in (11) to obtain which is obvious from the out-of-phase autocorrelation of Sidelnikov sequences. [24] . In [23] , an -ary sequence family of large size has been presented, which has been also introduced as in [24] . In this paper, we denote it as , i.e., (20) where is an -ary Sidelnikov sequence of period , and . Note that if for odd prime . As studied in [23] , its correlation magnitude is bounded by . In next lemma, we discuss the partition of into subsequence families in Construction 2 with the smaller maximum correlation magnitude of . [23] and we can easily check from (19) and (20) that it is obvious that is partitioned into disjoint subsequence families as in (21) .
B. -Ary Sidelnikov Sequence Families
Remark 2:
Similar to the proof of Theorem 4, the refined Weil bound can provide a more efficient proof than the one in [23] to determine the maximum correlation magnitude of , where and for in the worst case, and thus by (10) .
Remark 3:
In code-division multiple access (CDMA) systems, we will be able to assign each subsequence family and to a group of users, where each group has and users, respectively. There are total user groups supported by the sequence family . If two users in the same group access to the system simultaneously, the intra-group interference is bounded by the maximum correlation magnitude or . On the other hand, if they belong to different groups, the inter-group interference is limited by
. From the partition of in Lemma 2, the user grouping is therefore possible for different intra-and inter-group interferences.
Similarly, each subsequence family and can be assigned to a group of users in CDMA systems, where total user groups are supported by the sequence family . In this case, the intra-group interference is bounded by the maximum correlation magnitude or , whereas the inter-group interference is limited by . Similar techniques of partition (or decomposition) to multiple signal sets have been discussed in [26] and [27] .
C. Generalized Constructions
In [23] , Kim et al. attempted to generalize the construction of by the addition of multiple cyclic shifts of Sidelnikov sequences. From the similar approach, we generalize the constructions from power residue and Sidelnikov sequences. As the generalization is straightforward from the results of Sections IV-A and IV-B, we provide the detailed proofs on the cyclic distinctness, the maximum correlation magnitudes, and the family sizes only for the generalized power residue sequence families in Appendix. In what follows, Theorem 7 discusses the cyclic distinctness, the maximum correlation magnitudes, and the family sizes of and , respectively. The proofs are straightforward by the similar approaches made in the proofs of Theorems 6, which will be given in Appendix. Thus, we omit the proofs. 
Remark 4:
In Construction 4, we remove the case of for odd prime , for simplicity in our analysis of and . From Constructions 3 and 4, we discover that if is even, then (or ) provides more sequences in than in , contrary to (or ). Table II compares the parameters of some known polyphase sequence families. The well known families in the table reflect a constraint that in Constructions 3 and 4, should be small for the sequence families to be of practical interest.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has revisited polyphase sequence families constructed from the shift and addition of power residue and Sidelnikov sequences. Initially, we assumed to represent the sequences without the indicator function. In order to support the assumption, a refinement has been made to the Weil bound on multiplicative character sums, which enables the efficient proofs on the maximum correlation magnitudes of the sequence families. We then presented general constructions of and that produce the known families in [24] as the special cases, and determined the maximum correlation magnitudes and the family sizes. Moreover, we showed that the known -ary sequence families in [24] and in [23] (or in [24] ) with large size could be partitioned into disjoint subsequence families with smaller maximum correlation magnitudes. Finally, more generalized constructions have been provided by the addition of multiple cyclic shifts of power residue and Sidelnikov sequences. In summary, the constructions in this paper provide a variety of new sequence families with low correlation, large family size, and variable alphabet sizes, including binary ( ) and quaternary ( ) sequences that are of practical interest.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix, we provide the proofs of Theorem 6 for the cyclic distinctness, the maximum correlation magnitudes, and the family sizes for the generalized power residue sequence families in Construction 3. 
